The Patcham Collision
The official report on the Patcham Collision of 19 December 1978 attributes
the accident to a train driver not proceeding sufficiently cautiously after passing a
yellow signal, and to the next signal having failed. Blame attaches to the Driver,
nobody can be blamed for the signal failure, and it is noted that the accident would
have been prevented if the Automatic Warning System (AWS) had been installed
on the Brighton Iine
We consider that two errors of judgement led to the accident. The Driver
thought it best to continue at speed, despite the caution signal; and for many years
the Southern thought it best not to proceed with widespread installation of AWS.
While the Driver (and the failed signal) directly caused the accident, the Southern's
managers could have prevented it - and many other accidents.
As it stands, the report is less than even-handed in its criticism. The Driver
is held culpable for his error, while over a page is devoted to justifying the noninstallation of AWS on the Southern for many years. The Driver did not survive to
explain his actions and only one paragraph is devoted to considering some (but not
all) of the reasons why he did not slow his train.
The Driver was an experienced man, and his train was very late. There was
particular incentive to gain time due to the inconvenience of late arrivals and missed
connections late in the evening. At night, signal sighting distances can be considerably extended by reflections on the rails, or even a glow in the sky. On the Southern
a caution aspect is more likely to be followed by another caution aspect than a
danger signal, especially outside the peak hours. It is unusual for trains to be
stopped by signals at Patcham, and rare for signals to fail totally. The Driver is
hardly likely to have considered the latter possibility. On the basis of his
experience and what could normally be expected, the Driver judged it best to
continue at speed. How many other times have drivers made similar decisions,
with no adverse consequences?
British Railways was developing AWS before the horrendous triple collision
at Harrow & Wealdstone in 1952 gave impetus to its widespread adoption. The
Southern received a reminder of the importance of AWS with the St Johns collision
five years later. It would seem that automatic train control by means of train stops
at signals and trip cocks on trains was rejected on the Southern, although it worked
satisfactorily elsewhere, and when AWS suitable for use on third rail electric lines
became available, in 1963, the Southern judged it best not to proceed with widespread installation. This view prevailed, with the concurrence of the Railway
Inspectorate, for ten years during which time accidents that would have been
prevented by AWS continued to occur.
It is easy to be wise after the event, and we leave members to decide for
themselves whose error of judgement was the most serious. However, if the
Southern's decision not to install AWS for so many years can be described by the
Railway Inspectorate as "well intentioned", the unfortunate Driver deserves equal
consideration.
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Preservation News
"3142 RE-ELECTRIFICATION FUND"

For some time we have been running a Carriage Acquisition Fund to save
money against the possibility of purchasing one or more of the '4Cor' trailer
coaches from their present owners. A useful sum has been collected, and we
place on record our sincere gratitude to all those who have contributed. We
cannot predetermine what price might be negotiated for any coach purchase, so it
is impossible to say whether the fund could stand the purchase of a coach, might
stretch to more or falls short of even one vehicle. However, the Committee must
look to the overall future of preservation activities. The two motor coaches were

successfully purchased using loans to cover the shortfall in funds, and if necessary,
even in the present economic climate, we may have to use such methods again.
Regrettably there are no immediate signs that we are about to conclude the purchase
of the Trailer Third from Andrew Johnston.
Meanwhile we need to maintain the impetus on preservation generally. It
has been our declared aim to operate 3142 'under its own power' as soon as
possible - a move which requires more action NOW to sustain effort and boost

morale. It is therefore of prime importance that we turn our attention to raising
funds for electrical restoration work. We have thus closed the Carriage Acquisition
Fund, and opened a 3142 Re-electrification Fund. The target is £6,000. This

will cover overhaul and replacement of components, obtaining and rail mounting a
suitable diesel generator and testing electrical equipment to BR standards.

Accordingly we are diverting the proceeds of our fund

raising a

this fund, and members' donations are of course welcome. Contributions should
be to S.E.G. (Preservation) Limited, and should be sent to Gregory Beecroft
or paid directly into the company's deposit account No 7076319 at Lloyds Bank's

East Croydon branch, sorting code 30- 19-43. Thank you.
VISIT TO THE NENE VALLEY RAILWAY, 12 JULY 1980

The location: King's Cross platform 2, HST unit 254027, coach A. The
time: shortly before 1045. The nineteen members of the party claimed their
reserved seats from the Saga party occupying the rest of the coach and then sat
back for the short run to Peterborough. Our high speed journey was soon
interrupted by sale of the new SEG Instant lottery tickets; On arrival at Peterborough we transferred to a coach provided by J R Morley Coaches and were
disappointed to find that the driver have never heard of the Nene Valley Railway.
So much for PRS local publicity!
Having reached Wansford, the party split up to admire the partly repainted
3142 standing in the platform and to view the variety of other motive power on the
railway Opportunity was taken to visit the "Brighton Belle" motor coach still
under restoration before we gathered in the Wagon Lits for lunch. The well
prepared meal of salad, apple pie and cream, and cheese was washed down with
the local bitter ably served by PRS staff.
The train then made three round trips to Orton Mere hauled by 70000
"Britannia", allowing plenty of opportunity to photograph the train as well as to
compare the riding qualities and internal decor of the different vehicles. The
final trip was enlivened by a sudden stop to enable to enable the train crew to
extinguish a small fire which the engine had started. We rejoined the coach to
return to Peterborough for the 'Deltic'-hauled 1748 service to King's Cross.
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Modelling Notes
Following my notes in the last issue of "Live Rail" I have had a surprising
large post. On the subject of drawings, I must apologise for overlooking the J
Skinley range of drawings which are extremely wide ranging. Southern Electric
subjects are as follows:P48
P49
P50
P66
P66A
P67
P71
P72
P73
P74
P75
P76
P77
P78
P79
P80
P81
P82

'Hal' motor brake third
'Hal' driving trailer composite
'Pan' corridor first pantry
LBSCR 'SL' motor coach
Bow collector details for P66
LBSCR 'SL' trailer composite
'Bil' motor brake third
'Bil' driving trailer composite
'Sub' motor brake third (4121-30)
'Sub' trailer third saloon (4121-30)
'Sub' trailer "composite" (4121-30)
'Buf' buffet car
'Cor/Buf/Res' motor brake third
'Res' third restaurant/kitchen car
'Res' first restaurant/corridor
Electric train formation diagram
'Bel' Pullman motor third
'Bel' Pullman third

P83
P84
P85
P86
P87
P87A
P88
P88A
P89
P90
P91
P97
P98
P98A
P487
P488
P489
P490

' Bel' Pullman first kitchen
' Pul/Pan1 motor brake third
'Cit' corridor first
'Pul' Pullman compo kitchen
'Pul/Pan' corridor third
'Cor' corridor third
'Pul/Pan' corridor composite
'Cor/Buf' corridor composite
'Lav' motor brake third
'Lav' corridor composite
'Lav' composite
'3 Sub' motor brake third (ex SEC)
'3 Sub' trailer third
'3 Sub' trailer third
'Bep/Cep' motor brake second
'Bep/Cep' corridor composite
' Bep' buffet car
'Cep' corridor second

Hastings diesel units are also included in this range,. Drawings are available from
ERG Models, 56 Archers Court Road, Whitfield, DOVER, Kent CT16 3HS. The
same address can also supply many other modelling needs.
Mike King of 40 Midhope Road, WOKING, Surrey GU22 7UE is able to
provide drawings of '3Sub', post-war '4Sub' and all-steel '2 Hal' units, and
a wide range of locomotive-hauled stock.
Barry Cargill has written (from Australia!) to draw attention to plans of a
Motor Luggage Van in the October 1961 "Railway Modeller". A number of members
have mentioned outline drawings of stock, published in the general railway press
upon introduction of new types of units. However, these drawings are not usually
detailed enough to be of very much use for modelling purposes.
However, there is still very little available to represent the current
Southern scene. If somebody is producing drawings of modern Southern stock
can I again appeal to them to let me know, and I may be able to arrange publication,.
Turning to the query regarding central buffers for EMUs, I have had two
solutions sent in. ERG Models have supplied both a spring and a non-spring
buffer, which ! am informed is suitable for fitting to 'Sub', 'Bil' and 'Hal' units.
These seem to be just the thing, and the spring ones certainly do spring. I am
unable to judge how "real" they look as I have no model on which to use them.
Mr R Wakeford says that he is using K's LBSCR sprung loco buffers for the centre
buffers on a Triang '2 Bil' which he is super-detailing. He mentions use of a pad
for the buffer to act against which is curved, rather than flat as in the prototype,
to prevent buffer locking which could easily lead to a derailment.
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Accident Report
COLLISION BETWEEN PRESTON PARK AND HASSOCKS, 19th DECEMBER 1978

The official report on the collision north of Patcham Tunnel, between Preston
Park and Hassocks, on 19 December 1978 was published recently. It was prepared
by Major Rose of the Railway Inspectorate.
Elderly signalling equipment and a series of relatively minor, unrelated
incidents conspired to cause the collision which was the most serious accident on
the Southern Region for several years A bomb hoax, a displaced conductor rail and
a track circuit failure considerably disrupted services in the Victoria area during the
evening of 19 December, and trains were running out of sequence and up to 45 minutes
Iate. At about 2300 a 73 year old woman, who had been drinking, walked off the end
of platform 3 at Brighton onto the track. Traction current was isolated throughout the
Brighton station area from 2311 until 2321 while staff escorted the woman off the Iine.
The signalman at Preston Park was advised of the isolation by the signalman at
Brighton and advised not to allow down trains to pass Preston Park substation.
Preston Park signal-box controls the main line north to Hassocks, but Hassocks signalbox is normally switched out and the line is worked on the track circuit block system
between Keymer Crossing and Preston Park signal-boxes. Signals are three- and fouraspect colour lights installed in 1932, and some are rather closer together than would
be the case under modern practice. Signals between stations operate automatically,
and their aspects are not indicated in the signal-boxes, but certain signals can be
placed at danger from a signal-box by means of an emergency replacement switch.
The positions of the down line signals between Hassocks and Patcham Tunnel are
indicated on the diagram opposite.
When the Preston Park signalman was advised to halt down trains the 21 50
Victoria to Brighton (formed ' Cig/Big/Cig' 7364/7033/7333) was south of HassocksIt was rather late to stop it at signal C A 8 , north of Clayton Tunnel, and Preston Park
Home signal is very near to the substation, so the signalman decided to hold it at
signal CA 4, north of Patcham Tunnel, as there was an emergency replacement switch
for this. The signalman set signal CA 4 at danger and, from his illuminated line
diagram, saw the 21 50 stop at it, at about 2320. The train stopped with its tenth
coach under bridge number 172, which carries a bridleway over the line. The bridge
is officially named Brapshole South Bridge, but is locally known as Sweet Hill
Bridge.
The driver of the 21 50 telephoned the signalman to ask why he had been stopped
(though the signalman could not recall this) and as he went to climb back into his
cab, at 2322, his train moved forward and there was a muffled noise from the rear.
The driver spoke to his guard on the loudaphone and then telephoned the signalman to
say that he suspected a train had run into the rear of his own. He then went forward
with detonators to protect his train.
The guard of the 21 50 made his way to the rear of the train and found that there
had been a serious rear end collision. The front portion of the 21 40 Victoria to Littlehampton (formed 'Cig/Big' 7365/7037) had run into the back of the 21 50 with
considerable force. The Littlehampton train had been running considerably late due
to the operating difficulties at Victoria, and it should have preceded the Brighton train.
The front coach of the Littlehampton train (driving trailer 76609) had deflected
the rear, twelfth, coach of the Brighton train (driving trailer 76054) to the right,
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across the up line. The eleventh coach of the Brighton train (trailer 70727) was
thrown into the air, coming to rest against the north parapet of bridge 172 and on top
of the second coach of the Littlehampton train (non-driving motor brake 62315).
The front coach of the Littlehampton train finished up under the tenth coach of the
Brighton train (non-driving motor 62049), both being jammed under bridge 172. These
vehicles were badly damaged but, remarkably, the second and subsequent coaches of
the Littlehampton train remained on the rails. Damage to the permanent way was
surprisingly light; only a short length of rail and seventy sleepers and fastenings had
to be replaced. However, the line was closed until 0410 on 23 December.
Unfortunately, the driver of the Littlehampton train was killed in the collision,
as were a passenger and a railwayman travelling while on duty. A further passenger
was seriously hurt, six required hospital treatment but were able to go home, and
fifty sustained minor injuries.
The guard of the Littlehampton train had first been aware that something was
amiss when his driver had made an emergency brake application about 10-12 seconds
before the accident. After he had reassured passengers, the guard alighted and
found a third train halted a short distance behind his own. This was the rear portion
of the 21 40 which had been detached at Haywards Heath to form the 2229 stopping
service to Brighton. The driver of the 2229 had lost power just before entering Clayton
Tunnel (when the collision caused the circuit breakers to trip out) but he had been able
to coast over the summit at the south end of the tunnel. He had seen signal CA 164
showing a single yellow aspect and was looking for signal CA6 when he saw the red
blinds at the rear of the Littlehampton train.
The Area Signal Manager, his assistant and the Divisional Signal Engineer
arrived at the scene of the accident at about 0045, They found signal CA4 at danger,
but the signal in rear, CA6, which should also have been at danger, was showing no
aspect at all. The relay controlling the red aspect was correctly de-energised and
the correct voltage was being supplied to the lamp. If the lamp was moved slightly in
its holder it illuminated, but as soon as it was released from light finger pressure it
went out.
The signal lamp was a 12volt, 25watt, 3-pin double-filament type, and it had
been fitted to the signal on 26 October 1978, when it had functioned correctly. It was
still working properly when the signal was cleaned and tested on 29 November 1978,
three weeks before the collision.
The signal head was examined in a laboratory and found to be generally clean
and well maintained. However, it was discovered that the lamp holder spring that
pressed against the base of the lamp, providing the electrical contact, was marginally
slack. This had caused arcing which had left a rough, blackened surface on one of
the contact studs on the base of the lamp. This resulted in high resistance between
the spring and the lamp and the eventual failure of the circuit. When a new lamp was
installed it worked perfectly, and it would have been some time before arcing caused
sufficient damage to the contact stud to result in failure.
The defect would not, therefore, be apparent when a new lamp was installed.
Furthermore, as trains rarely had to be stopped at signal CA6 drivers hardly ever
saw the red aspect, or the lack of it, and the green and yellow aspects were not
faulty Failure of the red aspect was not indicated in Preston Park signal-box, as it
would be with modern equipment, and the defect could easily have remained
undetected until the signal was next examined by a technician.
Examination of the remains of the leading cab of the Littlehampton train
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suggested that a brake application had been made by releasing the Driver's Safety
Device (DSD), but there were no obvious marks on the wheels or rails to indicate a
prolonged emergency brake application. It was not possible to test the brakes on the
front two coaches, but the brakes operated correctly on the rear six. The speedometer

in the leading cab had jammed at 54mph, but the nature of the damage to the rolling
stock indicated an impact speed of not less than 45 mph or more than 50 mph.
Various tests were carried out between Haywards Heath and Preston Park after
dark on 28 December 1978 with a train identical to the 21 40 to Littlehampton. Firstly,
a run was made as similar as possible to that made by the 21 40, on the basis of
evidence supplied by the guard and passengers. The train coasted out of Clayton
Tunnel at 53 mph, power was applied and signal CA6, which had been extinguished

specially, was passed. The DSD was released when a red light, placed where the
rear of the Brighton train had been, came into view. The train came to rest in 286

yards, its front being 132 yards short of the red light.
In the second test an experienced driver was asked to drive as he normally would
from Haywards Heath to Brighton or Hove. Signal CA6 was maintained at danger, and

there was no difficulty in stopping at it.
The third test was carried out with signal CA6 again extinguished and a red light

representing the rear of the Brighton train. The train was driven as fast as possible
and was travelling at 77mph when the red light was seen. The DSD was released, but
the train did not stop until it was 66 yards beyond signal CA 4.
Various calculations based on known train performance and braking data
supplemented the results of the test runs. If the Littlehampton train passed signal
CA6 at 73 mph and collided with the rear of the Brighton train at 54mph, an

emergency brake application would have been made 393 yards in rear of the Brighton
train, whereas it could be seen from 418 yards. (The report does not mention that at
73 mph 25 yards is covered in less than one second). If the Littlehampton train was
being driven under full power, the driver would have had to have braked 715 yards in

rear of the Brighton train, well before he could see it, in order to avoid a collision.
However, if the driver of the Littlehampton train had observed that signal CA6 was

showing no aspect and had braked then a collision would have been avoided. If the
driver had braked 300 yards from signal CA6, where he would have normally have
sighted it, the train would have stopped 690 yards short of the Brighton train.
Finally, if AWS had been operative at signal CA6, an AWS-initiated brake application

would have brought the Littlehampton train to a stand 381 yards in rear of the Brighton
train.
Major Rose concludes that the collision was caused by the failure of signal CA6
and the failure of the driver of the Littlehampton train to proceed sufficiently
cautiously having passed a signal (CA 164) showing a yellow aspect. The practical

tests and calculations show that the Littlehampton train could have been stopped short
of the Brighton train either if the driver had proceeded with caution or if he had
realised that signal CA6 had failed. However, Major Rose observes that the driver
was an experienced man who probably felt that he could stop his train if the next signal
was at danger; at night signal lights reflect off the rails so the aspect can be detected
before the signal comes into view. It is common on the Southern for trains to run at
close headways and to receive a succession of yellow aspects without being stopped,

and the driver probably thought it most unlikely that he would have to stop.
Major Rose does not consider that any blame for the accident can be attached

to signalmen or signal engineers involved, or to station staff at Brighton who acted
sensibly upon finding someone on the Iine. The only criticism of train crews, apart
from the driver of the Littlehampton train, is that, yet again, track-circuit operating
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clips were not used to protect trains. The persistent non-use of clips by Southern
train crews has been the subject of discussions between the Railway Inspectorate and
British Rail. The Southern is mounting a poster campaign at depots and signing-on
points to remind train crews of the importance of using the clips, and reminder notices
are being posted in driver's cabs and guard's vans.
While signals of the type that failed remain in use it is necessary to guard against
a similar failure. If the main filament in a modern signal fails this is indicated in the
signal box and if there is a total failure the signal in rear automatically gives a danger
aspect. The Brighton line is to be re-signalled soon, but in 1985 there will still be
1,274 similar signals elsewhere on the Southern. Following the collision all signals
similar to CA6 were examined and in 11 (½%) the lamp holder spring was found to be
slack. Signal technicians have been told to give special attention to spring pressure

and consideration is being given to producing a gauge that will measure spring
strength. Major Rose considers that these precautions and the rare nature of the failure
make the possibility of a recurrence very unlikely.
As the collision could well have been prevented by AWS, the report concludes
with an interesting account of why so much of the Southern Region still lacks AWS
equipment. Although the British Transport Commission authorised a major programme
of AWS installation in 1956 there was, at that time, no system that would work

reliably on lines with third rail electrification. Standard BR AWS works on the
induction principle, whereby magnets laid between the rails induce electric currents
in coils mounted on trains. Electric rails produce magnetic fields which can interfere
with inductive AWS equipment.
AWS was installed on non-electrified lines on the South Western Division, but it
was not until 1953 that AWS suitable for use in the electrified area was developed.

However, there was still no major installation programme on the Southern as the
Regional view was that replacement of semaphore signals by colour lights was more
cost-effective from the point of view of safety. Both British Railways and the Railway
Inspectorate felt that standard BR AWS was not suitable for areas where trains ran at

close headways. Drivers would receive a succession of caution aspects and would be
frequently cancelling AWS warnings. This could become so repetitive that drivers
would cancel warnings subconsciously and AWS would cease to be effective.

No real progress was made as regards installation of AWS throughout the region
during the period 1964 to 1973. An AWS system involving signal aspects being
repeated in the driver's cab (SR AWS) was developed, but was very costly and there
were numerous technical difficulties. In 1973 it was considered that further delay in
installing AWS was unacceptable and a programme of equipping remaining South
Western Division lines with standard BR AWS commenced.
Development of SR AWS was continued until 1975, when the project was
abandoned In 1973 work started on a modified BR AWS whereby no warning was
given at signals showing a double yellow aspect This system, BR AWS Mk II,
became available in 1976, but it was twice as expensive as standard AWS.
By then it had been found that following the Dartford and London Bridge
re-signalling schemes traffic was flowing much more smoothly and drivers encountered
fewer restrictive signal aspects. In view of this it was decided that special AWS for
the Southern was not necessary, and standard BR AWS would be installed . At the
end of 1978 the programme to equip the South Western Division was virtually complete
and 436 route miles throughout the region had AWS. A further 850 route miles remained
to be done; 211 miles will be equipped under the Victoria and Brighton re-signalling
projects and 119 miles in connection with smaller schemes 520 route miles remain
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and high priority is given to fitting AWS, though on some lines the spacing of signals
is not to modern standards and AWS cannot be provided until full re-signalling is
authorised. However, the full planned provision of AWS is programmed for completion
by 1985. Virtually all locomotives now have AWS equipment and multiple-unit stock
is being fitted as quickly as possible.
Major Rose concludes his report: "After years of well-intentioned although, in
the end, fruitless delay, during which time the Southern Region has been less well
protected against the possibility of serious rear end collisions than other Regions,
there is now a firm and realistic programme for bringing the Region up to standard.
It is to be hoped that neither technical difficulty nor financial stringency will be
allowed to stand in the way of successful completion of the programme within the
planned time scale."

In an appendix Major Rose reports that he acted as Assessor to the Coroner in
connection with the Inquest on those who died in the collision. The resumed Inquest
was held at Hove on 20 March 1979 and the jury recorded a verdict of Accidental
Death in each case.

Book Review
THE POWER OF THE ELECTRO DIESELS by C J Marsden
Published by Oxford Publishing Co, 112pp, available from SEG Sales @ £5.95
post free.
Following the successful format of previous 'Power' series books, this is
all one would expect from OPC. 215 black and white photographs and nine colour
plates (three of 7 3 1 3 5 ) illustrate just about every aspect of the Southern's

'special' locomotives. The work of many well-known photographers, particularly
John Scrace and John Vaughan, augments Colin Marsden's own high quality work
to produce what must be the definitive 'picture book' of the electro diesels.
Captions are usually informative and the choice of some unusual views is rewarding,
for example E6019 hauling new D 8130 through Newton-le-Willows with headcode
'ED' .

The class 74 photographs are perhaps not of quite the same standard as most
of those of class 73, but perhaps this can be excused - after all, who bothered to
photograph electro diesels in the mid-'70s? We all thought they would go on for
ever.
Both classes are dealt with in a similar manner, moving from construction,
introduction into service, some general photographs, then on to mishaps, night views,
pictures in snow and, for the 74s, their demise. The book concludes with a few
pages of technical details and cab desk photographs.
To conclude, for the modeller who requires photographs taken from just about

every angle and the enthusiast with a penchant for electro diesels this book is a
must (One tiny gripe - two photographs of class 71 electric locomotives have been
slipped in to show the 'raw materials' of the 74s, so only 222 out of 224 photo-

graphs are actually of electro dieselsl)
VISIT TO THE NENE VALLEY RAILWAY (Concluded from page 179)
Thanks must go to 3eoff Warren for organising the visit and to PRS and BR
for their parts in making the day a success. It is to be hoped that more members
will avail themselves of the opportunity to visit our unit should another trip be
arranged.
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Further down the
Brighton Line
In reply to Michael Oakley's interesting article on Brighton line performance
in "Live Rail" 55, I would make a few comments, as one who for a time made up
to ten return trips per week over this route. Whilst Mr Oakley is clearly proficient
in recording and relaying the minutiae of individual performances, for which he
deserves full credit, there is a lot to be gained from constant travel over a route,
noting basic passing times, slacks and other relevant information. True, one
cannot calculate exact speeds, but my object was to note, for the sake of day to
day and overall comparisons, the general standard of performance on the Brighton
line.
TABLE 1: Stock 'Cig/Big/Cig', ½ full
mins: act
VICTORIA
Clapham Junction
Balham sb
Windmill Bridge Jn
EAST CROYDON

Purley
Coulsdon North sb
Earlswood sb
Three Bridges
Balcombe Tunnel sb
HAYWARDS HEATH

Keymer Jn
Preston Park
HOVE

0
6
8
13
15
0

sch

15
0

4½
12
16

_
48

56
60*

12
20½
22½
0

_
42
45
43

4½

271

mph

0

77
70

28
0
sigs/58
36*

16

0

3
10½
14½
19
20½

VICTORIA

49½

Net time: 4½

27
33
37
38
43
45

Two rather more spectacular runs
are included in tables 2 and 3, again one
being a Littlehampton working. In both

VICTORIA

TABLE 2: Stock 'Cig/Big/Cig', ¾ full

Preston Park
Keymer Jn
Hay wards Heath
Balcombe Tunnel sb
Three Bridges
•
Horley
Earlswood sb
Coulsdon North sb
East Croydon
Windmill Bridge Jn
Balham sb
Clapham Junction

One run I have picked out as an
everyday piece of work is set out in
table 1. This involves a London to Littlehampton working, which leaves the main
line south of Preston Park.

TABLE 3: Stock: ' Cig/Cig/Vep'

Net times: 15 + 27½+15 = 57½ mins

BRIGHTON

My times were all read off a
wrist
watch, noted accurate to
and I fully accept the limitations and
inaccuracies which can creep in when
this method is adopted. However, even
given that a maximum accumulated error
of one minute is possible, my notes
provide details of some very interesting
runs.

0
pws/30

pws/59
66
72
76

max 89
71
83
52
53
69
47
55

mins

Clapham Junction
Balham sb
Windmill Bridge Jn
EAST CROYDON

Coulsdon North sb
Earlswood sb
GATWICK AIRPORT

Three Bridges
Balcombe Tunnel sb
HAYWARDS HEATH

Keymer Jn
Preston Park
HOVE

0
4
9
12i
14½
0

11i
16
0
31
51
11
0

0

-

58
*
*
15

57
72

19
0

-/pws
49
62

13

-

0
83

11
13½

45/sigs
17

Net times: 14+ 16 + 10+ 12 = 52 mins
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TABLE 4:

Loco: 73/1

Train: CK/BSK/2 GUV/5 CCT

mins:
VICTORIA
Clapham Junction
Balham sb
Streatham Jn sb

act

sch

0
0
4l/s sigs
8
10

9
101

local Ii line
151
18
19½
231 22
30
30
REDHILL
0
0
2
EarIswood
21
10
Three Bridges
9½
Balcombe Tunnel sb 11½ 121
171 19
HAYWARDS HEATH
0
0
4
4
Keymer Jn
Hassocks
I long pwsi
121
Preston Park
16
BRIGHTON
15

Windmill Bridge Jn
East Croydon
Coulsdon North sb

cases speed restrictions were exceeded on
several occasions, with uncomfortably worrying
results.

Longer established members may recall
that I had a log of the 0320 Victoria to Brighton
working published in "Live Rail" 28. For
interest, and the benefit of newer members, it
is repeated here as table 4. Although not
differing greatly from Mr Oakley's run superficially, at one point the speed was very much
higher (though detailed speeds were not noted
throughout the run), being in excess of 90 mph
through the Horley/Gatwick dip, with a possible
maximum of 95mph. Incidentally, my fastest
stopwatch-confirmed speed for the line was
recorded, strangely, on a down evening peak
service from London Bridge, when '12Cep'
touched 94 mph between Horley and Gatwick
Airport, and 91 mph from Balcombe to Copyhold
Junction.

The insertion of the Gatwick stop on the
London - Littlehampton service and, to some
extent, the East Croydon stops on the Brighton
Net times: 28+ 17½+ 11½ = 57mins fast service, has much reduced the potential for
fast sustained running. However, daily travel
Schedule: 65 mins
over this line has proved that, well handled, the
faster trains are capable of some very smart timings. I have often felt that at times
the standard 'Cig/Big/Cig1 formation is being restrained, and that something more
is always there.

Bon Soir 'Night Ferry'
The first cross-Channel train ferry services operated between Richborough and
Dunkerque, and Southampton and Le Havre during the First World War, but were
for military supplies only. In 1924 a freight-only train ferry was inaugurated
between Harwich and Zeebrugge, but it was not until 1936 that it was possible for
passengers to board a train in London and alight in Paris. The "Night Ferry"
sleeper service between London Victoria and Paris Gare du Nord started with the
evening departures on 14 October 1936. To enable the first and second class
passengers (but not the thirds;) to go to bed in London and wake in Paris, massive
investment had been necessary, primarily in the Dover Ferry Berth and three ships.
This expenditure could never have been justified for one overnight service, and the
train ferry arrangements were primarily for the benefit of freight traffic. The
"Night Ferry" was the gilt on the gingerbread
Several ports on each side of the Channel were considered for use by the
train ferry, but Dover and Dunkerque were eventually decided on. At Dover there
is a 25 feet difference between high and low tides, but the train ferry boats had to
be able to berth and load at all states of the tide. A floating pontoon would have
needed to be very long to ensure that a train could negotiate the steepest likely
gradient, and it could be very vulnerable in rough weather. It was possible to
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provide a floating bridge at Dunkerque, but at Dover a special dock was constructed.
Dover Ferry Berth is a massive concrete affair at the Western Docks, on the
north east side of the railway station. It operates rather like a canal lock; the ferry
is warped into the dock and the dock gate is closed. Water is then pumped into or
out of the dock, so that the ferry is floating at the correct height with respect to the
railway tracks on the quay. The dock is 414 feet long, 70 feet wide and gives a
depth of 17 feet of water over the cill at the lowest tide. Construction was a long
and difficult job as major fissures were discovered in the chalk after work had
started. These were sealed with concrete.
The three original train ferry vessels were built by Swan Hunter and delivered
to the Southern Railway in 1934/35. Each of the ships was 2,839 tons gross and
360 feet long, with Parsons turbines giving a maximum speed of 15 knots. The
train sheds had four tracks and could accommodate 12 coaches or 40 wagons, and
there was a garage for up to 25 motor cars. The ships were named "Hampton Ferry",
"Shepperton Ferry" and "Twickenham Ferry". The latter was transferred to the
Southern's French partner Angleterre-Lorraine-Alsace Co in 1936.
For the "Night Ferry" service twelve wagon-lits sleeping cars were built by
Ateliers de Construction du Nord de la France et des Mureaux and generally
followed the standard contemporary wagon-lits design. However, they were
slightly smaller than standard, in order to fit the British loading gauge, being
62ft 11 in long, 9ft 0¼ in wide and 12ft 9½ in high. Weight was 55tons. Each
coach had nine compartments which were designed for use as first or second class;
a compartment accommodating one first class or two second class passengers.
The cars were notable in being the first passenger vehicles with roller bearings to
operate on a British main line (Underground cars had had roller bearings for several
years). Early in October 1936 sleeping cars were put on display at Waterloo,
Cannon Street and Victoria stations.
When the service started trains left Paris at 950pm and Victoria at 10 0 pm,
arriving at London at 830am and Paris at 855am. The route was via Swanley,
Chatham, Canterbury East, Dover, Dunkerque, Arras and Creil. In addition to
the sleeping cars, the train included ordinary first, second and third class coaches
between the capitals and the ports. On the British side none of the steam locomotives permitted over the Chatham main line could haul the train unassisted,
and two 4-4-0s were used. The sleeper supplement was £1-12-6 (£1.62½) first
class and £1-5-6 (£1.27½) second class.
The service was an immediate success and when it started it was booked up
a fortnight in advance. From 30 November 1936 a Pullman car was included in the
formation for the evening journey from Victoria to Dover.
It was the need for a locomotive capable of working the "Night Ferry" alone
that led the Southern to authorise construction of ten new main line engines in 1938.
These were the first of the 'Merchant Navy' Pacifies, but before the first had
appeared from Eastleigh "he "Night Ferry" had been withdrawn due to the outbreak
of war. It ran for the last time on 25 August 1939.
The service resumed on 15 December 1947, but it was rather slower than
before due to the run down state of both the British and French railway systems.
Trains left both terminals at 830pm and journey time was 12 hours exactly.
Initially, loadings were rather limited due to British Government restrictions on
foreign travel for pleasure, and only three sleeping cars were required in each
direction.
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However, traffic built up as post-war restrictions eased. Extra sleeping cars,
similar to the pre-war ones, were built, and through cars between London and
Bruxelles introduced. During the 'fifties and 'sixties there were through cars to
Basle. Between London and Dover the train could be formed of up to 19 vehicles;
two French vans, ten sleeping cars, two restaurant cars, a buffet car, corridor first,
two corridor seconds and a brake first - approaching 900 tons gross weight! This
taxed even the "Merchant Navy" and "Britannia" Pacific locomotives, and pilot
engines were necessary at times
Relief was at hand, with electrification to Dover in 1959. Class 71 electric
locomotives took over the "Night Ferry" workings from the evening of 8 June, a
week before the general introduction of electric passenger services east of
Gillingham. The sleeping cars were fitted with UIC type electric heating, and it
was necessary to maintain a small pool of British stock with similar equipment
for use on the "Night Ferry" between Victoria and Dover.

A new train ferry ship, "St Germain", which is operated by SNCF, was
introduced in 1951. At 3,492 tons gross it was considerably larger than the
original three ships, but this is mainly due to the motor car capacity being much
greater at 135 vehicles. The Dover - Dunkerque train ferry service is now maintained by "St Germain" together with "St Eloi", introduced in 1974 and operated
jointly by Sealink UK Limited and Angleterre-Lorraine-Alsace Co. "St Eloi" is
larger than "St Germain", at 4,469 tons gross. It is not necessary to have a
spare vessel as ships can be borrowed from the Harwich - Zeebrugge/Dunkerque
service in emergency, or if either of the "Saints" is undergoing repair.
From the late 'sixties the "Night Ferry" went into decline. Air services and
car ferries reduced its traffic significantly, and latterly it has had a tendency to be
ousted from the ferry boats by freight traffic. Passengers on a "through" service
have found themselves having to change at the ports. Today, the main potential
source of traffic is probably tourism, but it is unlikely that many visitors,
particularly those from America, know that the service exists. The train has
not been advertised in Britain except in conjunction with British Rail internal
sleeper services.
In its final year the "Night Ferry" leaves London at 21 25 BST, arriving at
Paris at 0843 and Bruxelles at 0858. In the opposite direction, departures from
Paris and Bruxelles are at 21 20 and 21 22 respectively, arrival at Victoria being
at 0745. Following the withdrawal of the class 71 locomotives in 1977, class 73
electro-diesels have worked the train between London and Dover.
The "Night Ferry" runs for the last time on 31 October, leaving the Southern
Region without any named trains and the "Manchester Pullman" as the only train
operated by British Rail for which some sort of special rolling stock is provided.
The demise of the "Night Ferry" is, to a certain extent, due to it having outlived
its usefulness, but it has suffered from official neglect not only in terms of
advertising. The official reason for withdrawal of the service is that the
wagon-lits rolling stock is life-expired. Proposals in the late 'sixties to
introduce couchettes came to nothing and there are no funds for new stock now.
British Rail are understood to have suggested that some of its own Mk I sleeping
cars, suitably refurbished, could be used, but the idea was rejected by SNCF.
Presumably, if and when the Channel Tunnel is completed there will be a
night service between London and Paris, but until then "Let the 'plane take the
strain".
BIBLIOGRAPHY: "Titled Trains of Great Britain" by C J Allen; "Sir Herbert
Walker's Southern Railway" by C F Klapper; and "Railway Gazette".
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Members' Queries
STEWARTS LANE DEPOT: There was no formal opening ceremony for the depot.
'4Bep' and '4Cep' units were moved to the depot from the Horsted Keynes branch,
where they had been stored, from about early April 1959. Information: C D Read
'EPB' RAINSTRIPS: The general rule originally was that '4EPB' units 5001-53
and 5101-37 had high level rain strips, and 5138-5260 had low level rain strips.
Vehicles with high level strips are: 14001-14106, 14201-14274, 15001-15033/79-83,
15101-15215/34-65. The replacement trailers 15228/78, which are 'Sub' conversions,
also have high level strips, though the original 15228/78 did not. Vehicles with low
level strips are: 14275 upwards, 15034-78, 15216-33 and 15266 upwards. 15034-78
and 15449/50 were converted from 'Sub' trailers and had low level strips substituted
for high level ones in course of conversion. '4Sub' units 4115/18 had low level
strips fitted on overhaul in the mid-1950s, but it would appear that it was not
thought worth while to modify the rest of the 'Sub's similarly. '4EPB' 5040
acquired a "pseudo" rain strip on its last overhaul, but the strip is simply flat
metal and is not guttered. The bodyside panels on this batch have a tendency to
separate and the strip is probably for reinforcement purposes. Information: 'SCWS'

A W S : Southern Region lines fitted with SR AWS are as follows:South Western Division: All passenger lines, except: Bournemouth to Weymouth;
Bentley to Alton; Brockenhurst (signal BH17) to Lymington Pier; Epsom to Horsham
and Effingham Junction; Point Pleasant Junction to Wimbledon; Bollo Lane Junction
to Richmond; Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin. Between Clapham Junction and Latchmere Junction only the up line is fitted, and between Kew East Junction and Old Kew
Junction and New Kew Junction only the down lines are fitted.
Central Division: Battersea Park Junction to Denmark Hill; Battersea Pier Junction
and Longhedge Junction via Reversible Line; and Leigh to Tonbridge (down line only).
South Eastern Division: Charing Cross/Cannon Street and Ashford (except up
Tattenham crossover); Tanners Hill Junction and Lewisham Vale Junction; Bat &
Ball to Sevenoaks (down line only); High Brooms to Tonbridge (up line only);
Beltring & Branbridges to Paddock Wood (up line only); Bickley Junction to Petts
Wood Junction (down line only); Nunhead to Lewisham (down reversible line only);
Blackfriars Junction to Metropolitan Junction (down spur only); Victoria and
Shepherds Lane (except signals VS23, VS25 and VS27); Factory Junction and
Clapham Junction 'A' ; Latchmere Junction to Culvert Road Junction (up line only);
all lines between London Bridge and Stone Crossing (excluding Angerstein Wharf
branch, but including Lee Spur, Crayford Spur and Perry Street Fork); Lewisham
and Hayes, Addiscombe, Selsdon and Beckenham Junction via New Beckenham;
Grove Park and Bromley North; Ladywell to Parks Bridge Junction (up line only);
St Mary Cray Junction to Chislehurst Junction (up line only); and North Kent West
Junction to North Kent East Junction (down line only).
Unless indicated otherwise, all lines (up/down, fast/slow) comprising the routes
listed are fitted with AWS.
FLASHING RED LIGHTS ON TRAINS: The information given in "Live Rail" 56 is
not entirely correct. A red flashing light attached to a train indicates that the train
requires repair, and a "Not to be Moved" board is still necessary while repairs are
in hand. Information: N Pullen
CARRIAGE WORKING NOTICES: Did the Southern Railway issue Carriage
Working Notices for electric multiple-units prior to Summer 1938?
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES

'4EPB' 5139 was correctly reformed with MBSO 14278 in mid-June, 14356
(5178) was transferred to 5152 to replace 14304 following the Hayes derailment.
By mid-July 5243 was reformed with MBSO 14405 (5203) in place of 14486 which

is damaged. 5246 re-entered service early in August with trailers 15306/56 (5178).
However, further reformations took place and from the end of August new permanent
formations of 5152. 5243/46 are:-

5152
5243
5246

14303 15230 15285 (5157) 14356 (5178)
14405 (5203) 15306 (5178) 15356 (5178) 14465
65383 15431 (5243) 15061 (5243) 14491

This would imply that 5178 is permanently disbanded. 5152 was despatched to
Horwich Works for refurbishing on 29 August and 5243 was due at Eastleigh Works
for a C1 overhaul on 3 September. Units 5325/60 were correctly reformed at the
end of August, but may still be undergoing repair at Slade Green.
In early July 'Vep' units 7805/82, which were involved in the Streatham Hill
derailment with '4Veg' 7911, exchanged motor coaches 62266 and 62459. 62266
(7805) and the trailer vehicles of 7882 are at Slade Green for repairs. Spare 'Vep'
motor coach 62200 replaced 62206 in 7745 for a few weeks in early August while
62206 was repaired. '4Cig' 7362 was correctly formed by the end of August and
driving trailer 76639 (7365) is held spare at Brighton. '4Vep' 7733 was also
correctly reformed during August and spare trailer 70875 is stored at East Wimbledon.
With a significant number of accident repairs being completed, further
damaged vehicles have been moved to Slade Green for attention. In addition to
coaches from 7805/82, vehicles now being repaired at Slade Green include
61596/97 (5343) , 70936 & 76499 (7785) and 76785 (7435). When odd vehicles are
moved between depots before and after repair they are usually locomotive-hauled,
but may be worked by two EMUs. Motor coach 62411 (7423) is now spare at East
Wimbledon, having been moved from Slade Green on 26 July marshalled between
two '4EPB' units.
' 4 T C ' 414 and '4Rep' units 3010/13 were reformed during July as a result
of various vehicles being out of service and a special formation being required for
Royal Train duties. 414 was formed with the trailer buffet and brake first from
3010, and the trailer coaches from 3013 were formed in 3010. During August, 3010
was re-marshalled correctly and 414 received 3013's trailer coaches. 414 was
correctly reformed at the beginning of September, and the vehicles from 3013 were
sent to Eastleigh Works for a C1 overhaul.
Temporary EMU formations at 4 September were:-

417
5029
5264
7435
7723
7805
7840

76331 (spare) 70860 70828 76301
14493 (5624) 15029 15129 14058
14522 70456 (5343) 15147 14523
76773 (7423) 62423 71103 76856
76500 (7785) 62184 70874 76337
76540 62459 (7882) 70956 76539
76689 62341 70887 (7736) 76363 (7736)

"Temporary" is having its definition stretched by a number of units, which have

been formed as indicated for several yearsi
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This summer all Isle of Wight stock has been in service, except firedamaged motor coach 25 (046). All units have been correctly formed, except 046,

which has operated as a three-coach unit. '3Tis' 035 has worked with spare motor
coach 10, and 045 and 046 have worked coupled together. Other units have been
formed in Ike-numbered pairs, eg 031 & 041.

With the exception of coach 25, all

vehicles have now been repainted with grey doors,
'Ad hoc' formations of "Hastings" DEMUs continue. Spare motor coaches
60004/05 (which show unit number 1003) were working with the trailer coaches of
" 6 B ' 1033 in July and, following a fire, with the trailers of ' 6 S ' 1002 at the end
of August. Early in August '6L' 1032 was reformed as a ' 6 B ' , thus:-

60034 60552 60751(1033) 60717 60506 60035
Condemned motor coach 60036 (1033) remains at Chart Leacon, 60037,60554/55
& 60718 of 1033 are at Eastleigh Works for a C1 overhaul, together with 60702 (1032).
It is possible that the ' 6 B ' units will retain their buffet cars for the sake of their
seating accommodation, even though the buffet service has been withdrawn.
'Cep/Bep' units despatched to Swindon recently are: 7009,7104/25/32/35/61/65.
It is not known whether the buffet car of 7009 is at Swindon or stored on the Southern.
Re-numberings will be: 411502 (7104), 411518 (7125), 411519 (7009 reformed),
411 520 (7135) and 411 521 (7132). By 6 September deliveries to the Southern had
reached 1515 and 1602. 1501 was in passenger service at the end of August. It is
understood to retain motor-generators and batteries on both motor coaches, but the
roof conduits have been removed in course of rebuilding. Motor coach 61381 (7149)
is being stripped of electrical equipment at Strawberry Hill, so it seems unlikely
that it will be included in the rebuilding programme. However, the underframe of
61871 (7204), in store at Shepperton, may be used and locomotive-hauled CK
S 15563 is being retained for possible rebuilding as a 'Cep' vehicle. Due to two
Brighton '4Bep' units being disbanded for rebuilding, 'Bep' 7010 was transferred
from Ramsgate to Brighton on 28 July. 'SP' dates on rebuilt 'Cep's suggest that
the units are expected to survive five years before requiring works attention.
Revised details of '3H(M)' 1111 are: MBS 39 seats, weight 56.95 tonnes;
TS 98 seats, 29.97 tonnes; and DTS 76 seats, 32.31 tonnes. All seating is
second class only in saloons and the seats themselves are like the type found in
suburban DMMUs. False ceilings, fluorescent lighting and public address equipment have been fitted. There are gangways between coaches and a door from the
guard's van to the adjoining saloon to allow "paytrain" operation. The lavatories
are retained, but are smaller than previously in order to provide room for a passage
between the two saloons in the driving trailer.
Refurbished '4EPB' 5225 was in service on 5 August, mainly on Charing Cross
and Caterham trains; 5143 was in service on 11 September, Both units have been
refurbished in the same manner, though the profile of the false ceilings may be
slightly different. Seating arrangements are unchanged, except that the units have
saloon accommodation only. Seats are re-upholstered with blue/green check moquette.
All coaches have white laminate, false ceilings with ventilation grilles and
fluorescent lighting. There are two rows of fluorescent tubes and alternate tubes in
each row can be switched on independently to give full or half lighting. The old
luggage racks over the seats are retained, repainted grey. Pairs of new tubular
steel racks are attached to saloon end partitions, apparently leaving room for a
gangway door should this be required. There are new draught excluders, comprising
heavy-duty material held in position by aluminium strips round the door frames.
Vehicle codes noted are: MBSO 14285/86 & 14407 CX; 14449 CX-2A; TSO
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15174 & 15351 DAK-1A; and 15020 & 15221 DAK-1B,

On the occasion of Horwich

Works 'Open Day' , 16 August, TSO 15406 of 5218 was found to be refurbished in
a similar manner to 5143 and 5225, and the other vehicles of 5218 had been stripped.
Condemned 'EPB' vehicles 14355(5178), 15181 (5246) and 15434(5246),

presently at Selhurst, may be moved to Horwich to provide a source of spare parts.
'Sub'

vehicles 10249(4670), 11353(4647), 11494(4124) and 12680(4647) were

despatched to Horwich from Strawberry Hill on 5 September. The route, which is
presumably followed by all Southern stock to and from Horwich, was via Kensington
Olympia, Tring, Tamworth, Stafford or Hixon, Macclesfield, Stockport, Guide Bridge
(Dewsnap Sidings), Ashburys or Ashton Moss, Manchester Victoria and Black Rod.
It is understood that the trailers are to be converted for use in refurbished 'EPB'
units.
Class 508 units are now designated '4Per' in some BR documents. Units
8029/38 were commissioned by 19 July, 8039 by 21 July and 8040 by 1 August.
From 11 August units still not commissioned were transferred to the maintenance
allocation and use of '4Sub' units on 508 diagrams ceased after 18 August. By 21
August only 8002/05 remained to be commissioned. Further routes over which 508
units may operate are Wimbledon to Selhurst Depot via Mitcham, Beddington Lane
and Selhurst station (local line only), and Point Pleasant Junction to Wimbledon
via East Putney. The units will not have passenger workings over either line.
The polishing of 508 units at Strawberry Hill will not be a regular practice.
All units receive a coat of NOVA silicon polish when new, refurbished or undergoing a C1 or C3 overhaul. In order to speed commissioning some units were not
polished until after they had entered service. The polish protects the paintwork.
508s have BR AWS modified for use with electric braking equipment. If an AWS
warning is ignored by a driver, the circuit feeding the brake control equipment is
broken and the brakes are applied. Standard AWS vents the brake pipe.
Allegations that 508s are underpowered are denied, but the units are still likely
to move to Liverpool in about four years time. This is so that both the Southern and
the LMR Liverpool Division have just one type of "new" suburban stock. There are
no longer any plans to build 508s with buckeye couplers and jumpers for the
Southern. The next lot of new Southern suburban stock will be a dc version of the
class 317 "Bedford" units.
'4Sub' 4277 was sent to Eastleigh for a C1 overhaul in August. A number of
Ramsgate 'Vep's, 7861/64/65, have had C1 overhauls at Eastleigh, though they
were originally programmed for C6T overhauls at Selhurst. ' 3 H ' 1106 is undergoing
overhaul at Swindon.
During September various units which had to be fitted with undersized tyres
during the steel strike had the wheel-sets concerned changed in a special programme
at Chart Leacon, Slade Green and Selhurst. '2 Hap' units 6022/23 have been
fitted with experimental 'TBL' brake blocks (as fitted to '4Cep' 7183).
'2 Sap' 5904 was converted to '2 Hap' at East Wimbledon on 25 July, due to
delays in sending it to Eastleigh Works for overhaul. 5904 was the last BR 'Sap'
in traffic, but not the last 'Hap' to be reinstated as 6006/09 have not yet been
out-shopped from Eastleigh Works, where they are being converted as part of overhauls. SR '2 Sap' units 5604/07 have had their ex-first class compartments
re-upholstered with second class grey moquette. Their cushions seem harder too
'4Vep' units in the 7701-20 series are receiving C1 overhauls at present, and
being re-upholstered with standard blue/green check moquette instead of grey.
These were the only 'Vep's to have grey upholstery.
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Units fitted with AWS recently: 5143,5207,5670/72/74/78,5713/19 (S);
7400/01/02 (B); 7437,7722/24/25 (S); and 7901 (B). 7437 is the first ' 4 C i g '

to be fitted with SBE type AWS.
Units that have been repainted blue and grey are: 1309/15,1403,5143,5225,
5635/51/63/79,5722,6079/86,6137. The last unit to be painted all-blue, 'Sub's
excepted, was probably '4EPB' 5040 which was repainted at Eastleigh in August.
Units are painted blue and grey at C1 or C3 overhaul, or when being refurbished.
The last '4Veg' in old livery, 7901, was repainted in July.

Waterloo & City cars are having their bogies rebuilt or repaired, as cracks
developed in the frames.

Motor bogies are having new side members, but it is

possible to weld up most trailer bogies. The present bogies, with rubber
suspension, replaced the original ones about 1964.
'Sub' motor coaches 10991/92 (4126) are being converted into de-icing unit
011 at Selhurst. 012 will be converted from 10939/40 (4377) and 013 from 10841/42
(4384). Old de-icing unit 013 is awaiting sale at Norwood.
'Sub' vehicles 8987/98,12751/68(4710/18), presently at Eastleigh Works,
are also to be sold. 'Sub' trailer vehicles still at Micheldever, retained for
possible use in refurbished '4EPB' units, are: 8904/34/41,10144/46/52/64,
10237/40/45/48,10339,10449/74,11457/91/95. Motor coaches retained to act as
runners for the trailers are: 10875,11307/08/82,12661/62. Trailers 8927,10165,
10287/97 are at Strawberry Hill. What has become of trailers 10265 and 10325?
These used to be at Micheldever, but there have been no reports of them being moved

anywhere. Were they among those cut up at Hoo Junction?
Locomotive 33027 was named "Earl Mountbatten of Burma" by Countess

Mountbatten at Waterloo on 2 September, following which Lady Pamela Hicks
named 33056 "The Burma Star". 33027 carries Earl Mountbatten's coat of arms
below its name plates. 73 142 is to be named "Broadlands" by Lord Romsey at

Romsey station on 25 September.
The proposed new Bournemouth stock will comprise 38 four-coach units.
not known is they will be all-electric or push-pull.

It is

INTERESTING WORKINGS

Diesel units have had several odd workings on the Brighton line recently.
Some Reading/Gatwick DMMU diagrams include trips to Selhurst Depot for
refuelling. Owing to work at Selhurst fuel point on 26 July, a unit had to run to
Brighton in the evening to fuel at Lovers Walks On 30 July a cross-country DMMU
formed the 0800 Reigate to London Bridge. Due to lack of EMU drivers, the 02 18
Victoria to Brighton and 0350 return were worked by DEMUs on 13, 14 & 16 August.
The 2246 Ore to Eastbourne was a DEMU on 15 August, for the same reason.

'6L' 1017 was seen at Southampton on 3 August, apparently working the
1858 from Portsmouth. On 10 August ' 3 R ' 1205 was noted on the 1105 Uckfield
to Victoria, and on 20 August the 1049 Hastings to Ashford and 11 48 return was
worked by ' 3 R / 3 H / 3 D ' 1205/1131/1309. The formation was made more
exceptional by 1131 being an Eastleigh unit.
On 24 & 25 August (Sunday and Holiday Monday) a Brighton line diagram
was covered by a '12 Hap' formation., The trains concerned were 08 11, 1203, 15 11,
& 1911 Brighton to Victoria, and 1005, 1336, 1705 & 21 05 return. The 1705
detached '4Hap' at Redhill. Units used were 6063/26/50/58/29/59 on Sunday
and 6062/61/22/32/68/44 on Monday. Also on 25 August the 0650, 11 36 & 1636
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Bognor Regis to Victoria and 0900, 1400 & 1900 return were worked by '4Hap'
6025/52 and ' 4 Vep' .
Due to lack of ' 4 R e p ' units, some Bournemouth and Weymouth trains were
worked by class 73/'8TC' on 7 July. Trains concerned included 1234 Weymouth
to Waterloo and 1246 Waterloo to Bournemouth. The 1234 was powered by the
class 73 from Weymouth, so it must have been a struggle up the banks at Upwey
and Parkstone. In connection with a country music festival at Portsmouth Airport
on 9 August, a shuttle service was run between Southampton and Hilsea, Stock
provided was ' 8 T C ' 412/425 and non-push-pull locomotive 33023. On the same
day various Bournemouth trains were formed of '4Cig' units. 7408/7422/7348
worked the 1700 Bournemouth to Waterloo and 7410 formed the 1442 Waterloo to
Bournemouth. '12Cep' worked to Bournemouth on 25 August with an excursion
from Margate.
33008 "Eastleigh" hauled the 0725 East Grinstead to London Bridge on 20
June, The 1636 Redhill to Brighton parcels train was double headed by 73 112/133
on 31 July. The train is booked to be hauled by a single class 73. On 9 August
the 15 10 and 19 10 from Waterloo to Exeter were both hauled by class 33s, and
during the afternoon 33032 was seen at Birmingham New Street with a rake of
Southern coaches. The train, which departed towards Gloucester at 1415, appeared
to be a charter special or excursion.
Two Cricklewood class 25s, 25175/309, worked an oil train from Willesden
to Salfords on 4 July, and on 7 July 45061 (TO) was seen running light down
through Basingstoke at 1345. Class 47/3 locomotives are rather less rare at
Basingstoke, and have been working a significant number of inter-regional
passenger trains this summer. No fewer than six passenger trains to the Southern
via Reading and Basingstoke were hauled by 47/3s on 19 July. On 30 July the
Southern managed to capture Stratford's 37246 and put it to work on an engineer's
train between Clapham Junction and Wandsworth Common. Class 31 locomotives
occasionally have to substitute for 33s on trains between Portsmouth and Bristol.
On 3 August 31 423 hauled the 1805 from Bristol.
Staff at Beckenham DMO ran a "route-learning railtour" on 2 August, using
'4Cep' 7101. The tour started from Victoria and ran via Lewisham, Addiscombe,
Sanderstead, London Bridge, Greenwich, Crayford Spur, Lee Spur, Orpington,
Paddock Wood, Strood, Ramsgate, Deal, Ashford, Maidstone East, Bromley
South, New Beckenham, Cannon Street, Blackfriars and back to Victoria via
Canterbury Road. HM the Queen travelled from Waterloo to Southampton Western
Docks on 7 August in reformed ' 4 T C ' 414, which was hauled by 73142. The same
stock had been used for a rehearsal run on 28 July. Saloon TDB975025 was used
for a Civil Engineer's inspection trip on 13 August. A 33/1 locomotive worked the
saloon from Clapham Junction to Chertsey Loop, Yeovil Junction, Salisbury,
Southampton, Fareham, Eastleigh and Clapham Junction.
Eastern Region ac unit 302234 was hauled from llford to Eastleigh, for
overhaul, on 30 August.
Unit 8029 was moved to West Ruislip on 5 July for display at an engineering
convention at the London Transport depot. ' 4 C i g ' 7397 continued riding tests on
the Portsmouth Direct line in early July. Track Recording Coach DB999550 was in
use on the Southern during August, normally working between two '2 Hap' units.
It mainly covered suburban Iines. ' 4 V e g ' 7902 worked riding tests from Stewarts
Lane on 1 September.
An Exhibition train was at Wimbledon Park sidings on 6 September, for
construction of an "APT style nose cone" on vehicle S99600.
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Most weekends in July and August saw Central Division services to and from
Victoria curtailed because of re-signalling and track remodelling. Some suburban
services were terminated short at Clapham Junction or Streatham Hill, and fast
Brighton trains ran to and from London Bridge, as did Oxted line services on 12
July and 9 August. On 27 July, 3 & 10 August the Brighton trains had to run via
Streatham due to engineering work between New Cross Gate and Norwood Junction.
Regular services via Forest Hill were diverted via Crystal Palace, and a shuttle
service operated between London Bridge and Norwood Junction with single line
working over the Down Slow line south of New Cross Gate.
Sunday diversions of Weymouth trains via Havant ceased at the end of July,
but on the busier weekends trains had only been diverted early in the morning.
Later in the day single line working operated between Steventon emergency ground
frame and Micheldever. Due to work in the Feltham area, Reading trains were
diverted via Chertsey on 10 August.
INCIDENTS
4 July: An empty ' 8 E P B ' formation ran through trap points at Hayes sidings and

derailed just before 0800. The bogies were torn off the leading coach, 14304 of
unit 5152, and only trees prevented the body rolling down the embankment. Trailer

15280 had one bogie derailed. Services were suspended until 0924, but the line
closed for a while later in the day to facilitate re-railing operations.
A car waiting at Angmering level crossing was hit in the rear by another car and
pushed under the barriers. It became wedged under coach 71068 of '4Cig' 7400,
the rear unit of the 0639 Littlehampton to London Bridge, and was dragged some
distance. Remarkably, neither of the occupants of the car was badly injured. The
line was closed between Arundel Junction and Goring for about an hour.

5 July: Services to and from Portsmouth were delayed during the middle of the day
due to a lineside fire north of Hilsea.
7 July: 47418 (allocated to Gatesheadl) failed immediately after leaving Brighton
station with the 0920 to Manchester. It was revived after about 20 minutes, but
was in difficulties again before Patcham Tunnel and expired at Haywards Heath.
33042 was summoned from Brighton and hauled the train through to Birmingham,

arriving there over two hours late.
11 July A train became divided at Hinton Admiral.
13 July Engineers' possessions over-ran at West London Junction and between
Ewell West and Leatherhead.
14 July A body was found on the line at Pokesdown and there were major
signalling failures on the Chatham lines at Victoria.
17 July A displaced conductor rail at Brixton disrupted the evening peak, and
some trains were diverted to and from Cannon Street via Chislehurst.
18 July
Unit 8034 derailed at St Margarets, while working the 11 46 Kingston Loop.
21 July A passenger had an epileptic fit on an Orpington train. The 1252 Caterham
to Charing Cross struck and killed a woman on a foot crossing between Kenley and
Whyteleafe. The Caterham branch closed for a period and services were severely
disrupted for the rest of the day due to cancellations causing train crews to
become displaced. Caterham and Tattenham Corner were served by shuttle services
from Purley.
22 July: There was a points failure at London Bridge during the morning peak.
Trains were delayed by deer on the line at Lymington Junction.
24 July: There were multiple signals failures at Victoria (Central Division) during
the morning peak and points failures between Victoria and Streatham Junction in
the afternoon. Isle of Wight services were disrupted after electric cables supplying
signalling and traction current were cut between Brading and Sandown.
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25 July: Due to staff shortages the service between Maidstone West and Paddock
Wood was suspended between 1500 and 1930 and a bus service provided. The line
was closed all day on 3 August and from 1400 on 6 August, The main difficulty is
in manning all of the signal-boxes and crossing boxes. Thieves broke into Halling
station in the evening.
26 July: The line was flooded between Blackheath and Kidbrooke.
28 July: The 09 10 Waterloo to Exeter was terminated at Woking due to defective
rolling stock. The 1010 Waterloo to Salisbury, formed 33/1 & ' 8 T C ' , was
extended to Exeter, resulting in the 13 10 Salisbury to Waterloo and 1638 return
being worked by ' 3 H ' 1131.
29 July: Due to a defective bridge at Sandhurst, the 0555 Reading to Gatwick
Airport was diverted via Kensington Olympia and Cobham. While attending a lineside fire at West Norwood, firemen displaced a conductor rail. ' In consequence the
line was closed from about 1630 until after 1900, Evening peak services were
badly disrupted, including main line trains from London Bridge due to stock being
berthed at Streatham Hill. An excursion train returning to the Western Region stopped
at Gillingham (Kent) to detach a defective coach. Local services were delayed by
the necessary shunting of stock.
30 July: A freight train derailed at Rochester late in the evening, and the morning
peak next day was disrupted
31 July: A '2EPB' unit derailed at Wimbledon station sidings at the start of the
morning peak. There was a fire on the line between Welling and Bexleyheath.
6 Aug: There was a fire in a railway arch between Peckham Rye and Crofton Park.
7 Aug: Points failed at West Croydon, and further delays due to passengers alighting
from a train waiting outside the station. The traction current had to be discharged.
11 Aug: There was a suicide involving an early morning train at Newington. The
remains were left until after the morning peak and the line closed for an hour from
10 15 for clearing up.
12 Aug: A cable fire between Clapham Junction and Earlsfield considerably disrupted
evening peak services. A number of trains were diverted via East Putney and the
1641 Waterloo to Bournemouth and Alton ended up in the District line platforms at
Wimbledon.
13 Aug: A freight train failed between Preston Park and Hove, and later a train was
stopped with an open door between the same two stations.
14 Aug: Early morning services to and from Eastbourne were severely delayed and
disrupted due to at least a dozen horses being on the line between Polegate and
Hampden Park. One horse was killed and another badly injured. Traction current
had to be discharged while the RSPCA attended and the uninjured horses were rounded
up. It was not possible to provide enough buses to convey commuters between
Eastbourne and Lewes, and several trains that had been cancelled had to be
reinstated, running very late. Eastbourne services were disrupted again in the
evening after '2 Hap' 6033 lost a shoe at Glynde while working the 1703 Eastbourne
to Brighton. The conductor rail was displaced and the up line was closed until 1900.
French fishermen started a blockade of Channel ports, protesting about various issues.
The blockade lasted until the end of the month and ferry services were considerably
disrupted,. Boats from Dover and Folkestone were diverted to Oostende, and boat
trains from Victoria were not significantly affected. Most ferries from Newhaven,
and connecting boat trains, were cancelled, but there were a few sailings between
Newhaven and Oostende.
16 Aug: Morning services were disrupted by failure of the signalling power supply
at Bognor Regis. Several afternoon trains were damaged at Thornton Heath before
police apprehended a number of stone-throwing children. London Bridge drivers
stopped work shortly after 1800 after a driver was reported for riding a motor cycle
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on the station concourse. Bus drivers working a railway replacement service to
Peckham Rye stopped work also. Suburban services were badly disrupted for the
rest of the day.
17 Aug: Morning services were delayed after a man fell onto the line from the M23
bridge near Balcombe.
19 Aug: The locomotive and three wagons of a ballast train were derailed west of
Sittingbourne early in the morning. A bus service was run between Sittingbourne
and Rainham, but this was disrupted when a bus broke down, blocking the station
forecourt at Sittingbourne. Some trains between London and Ramsgate via Herne
Bay were diverted via Orpington, Dover and Canterbury East. Other trains went
via Canterbury West, where they connected with special buses to Herne Bay and
Whitstable. In the evening some down trains were diverted via Kemsley, where
they reversed. The line was opened late in the day.
20 Aug: The 0626 Uckfield to Victoria, worked by '3D ' 1315, ran into a herd of
cows at Ashurst. Due to staff shortages there were no trains to and from Addiscombe.
21 Aug: ' 6 S ' 1002 caught fire while working the 0625 Hastings to Charing Cross and
one motor coach was damaged. There was a fire in a railway arch at Herne Hill.
22 Aug: Addiscombe services were again suspended due to staff shortages.
Waterloo & City trains were cancelled due to emergency engineering work.
27 Aug: ' 8 E P B ' 5032/5132 failed at Balham, with the brakes hard on, while
working the 16 19 Victoria to London Bridge. It was an hour before the train could
be moved to Selhurst Depot, and all down trains had to run on the Through Line,
resulting in considerable congestion and delay.
4 Sep: There was a 24 hour strike by some drivers at Dover, causing a number of
delays.47488 failed at East Croydon with the 2330 (previous day) from Manchester.
33006 piloted the train to Brighton. 33002 failed at Lancing on the 1603 oil train
from Fawley to Salfords. 47488, which had been repaired, was sent to assist, but
failed again at Hove. Following passenger trains were badly delayed and the 1815
Littlehampton to Victoria was diverted via Horsham.
5 Sep: Many signals failed on the Through Lines and at platforms 13 to 19 at
Victoria early in the afternoon. Trains were badly delayed, and many were diverted
to London Bridge. Normal service was not resumed until after the evening peak.
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

Refurbished 'Cep's seem to be used mainly on boat trains. Due to heavy
traffic to and from Dover during the main holiday period, many of the trains from
Victoria at oo40 for Ramsgate and Dover via Chatham have been formed of 8
coaches for Dover and 4 for Ramsgate, instead of 4 for Dover and 8 for Ramsgate.
From October there will be significant changes to Sunday suburban services
on the Central Division, but details are not yet known. However, the oo00 Victoria
to Bognor Regis and oo32 Portsmouth Harbour to Victoria trains will call
additionally at Balham.
The independent Victoria and Gatwick Airport service will start by 1984. The
service between Reading and Gatwick Airport is reported to be well used, with
passengers having to stand on some trains.
The "Night Ferry" is understood to have been cancelled nightly for a period in
June and July, and the 21 00 EMU boat train was retimed to leave Victoria at 2125.
However, the "Night Ferry" was reinstated by mid-July.
The 1755 Victoria to Ramsgate still has a buffet service, which is advertised
on the departure board at Victoria. Buffet services on the Hastings line were
finally withdrawn on 29 August, attempts to find sponsors willing to pay for
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refurbishing in return for advertising rights having been unsuccessful.
The Waterloo - Exeter service will not be worked by class 37s from May 1981,
but by pairs of class 33s. The necessary 33s will be found by using 37s on some of
their freight diagrams.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Folkestone: The new terminal at Folkestone Harbour was officially opened on 28
July. It consists of a rebuilt customs hall and the old covered way glazed so as
to create a waiting lounge.
Ashford: The workforce at the BREL works is to be reduced from 1,000 to 570 by
a programme of redundancies next year. The work load has declined with
completion of the wagon orders for Kenya and Bangladesh.
Chatham: A new track paralleling hut at Luton Arches is nearing completion.
Woolwich Arsenal: A new building is being constructed on the up platform; possibly
it will be a travel centre.
Bromley South: A second railbar has been built at the country end of platforms 1 and
2, matching that built recently on platforms 3 and 4. It is proposed to convert the
bicycle store into a travel centre.
Waterloo (East): The former staff accommodation on platform A is being converted
into a railbar,
Holborn Viaduct: The "Fusilier" buffet, closed since December 1979, has been
converted into a W H Smiths bookshop. Travellers Fare are operating from a
temporary kiosk on the concourse, but a new buffet may be built in the old W H
Smiths shop.
Victoria: A new ticket office and lounge for Gatwick Airport passengers opened on
5 August It is located by platform 14 and is open daily from 0600 to 2230 for the
sale of tickets to and from Gatwick only. The lounge has its own ticket barrier, for
the use of passengers to Gatwick only. A Sealink ticket office, for the sale of
tickets for immediate use, has opened in the former Royal suite at platform 2.
Victoria Re-signalling: New single lead connections to the Battersea line were
installed at Pouparts Junction on 12/13 July. New crossovers have been laid in
at New Wandsworth (on the Balham side of Clapham Junction). A Down Local to
Down Through connection was installed on 10 August and an Up crossover on 31
August. The Chatham Reversible Line, between Factory Junction and Battersea
Pier Junction, does not appear to be being used in the down direction yet.
West Croydon - Wimbledon: Track renewals have been banned, due to shortage of
money.
Carshalton Beeches: The platform canopies are being re-clad.
Selsdon: The line between South Croydon and Selsdon is to be electrified next year
to allow trains to terminate at Sanderstead instead of East Croydon while the latter
is being remodelled. Presumably, Purley and Coulsdon North are not acceptable
alternatives to East Croydon as they will be being remodelled at about the same time.
The line between Woodside and Selsdon is proposed for closure. While the line is
relatively lightly used, with a peak hour service only, closure is due to the Brighton
line re-signalling scheme. Signalling equipment at London Bridge signalling centre
is incompatible with that to be installed at Three Bridges, and interfaces between
the two areas are not possible. The only line on which the two areas would meet
is Woodside to Selsdon, as Victoria intervenes on the main line. (There is a
similar incompatibility between Feltham and Reading signalling centres, hence
the retention of Wokingham signal-box between the two.)
Coulsdon North: British Rail published formal notices of a proposal to withdraw
passenger services from Coulsdon North in "The Times" on 4 August and the
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"Daily Telegraph" on 5 August, This closure is also in connection with the
re-signalling scheme and the remodelling of tracks between Coulsdon and Windmill
Bridge Junction.
Ashurst: A 20 mph speed restriction has been imposed between Ashurst and Birchden
Junction; the first affect of lack of track maintenance on the Uckfield line.
Gatwick Airport: During July signalling south of the station was revised. A number
of new signals were provided and others converted from three-aspect to four-aspect.
Various existing signals were renumbered. On 26 July new single lead crossovers
were brought into use at Tinsley Green. These allow movements from Down Local
to Down Through, and Up Through to Up Local or Up Loop.
Brighton: The Lower Goods Yard is threatened with closure as part of a further
massive freight traffic "rationalisation" scheme. The new ticket office came into
use on 3 August and was officially opened on 12 August by the Mayor of Brighton.
Arundel Junction: The signal-box was demolished during July.
Wandsworth Town: From 9 August the omniprinter ticket issuing machine has been
used for tickets to all destinations, other than those pre-printed on the ticket by
the machine. It would, therefore, appear that Edmondson tickets are no longer

issued.
Chiswick: The trailing crossover has been abolished.
Wokingham: Just after a non-stop passenger service has been introduced, a 30 mph
speed restriction has been imposed through the station, on both lines.
Eastleigh: Swaythling Housing Association has purchased the LSWR workmen's
houses in Campbell Road from British Rail and is now refurbishing them.
Southampton: The Up Starting signals have been replaced by colour lights.
Salisbury: Track circuit block working has been introduced between Salisbury Tunnel
Junction and Dunbridge, and Dean signal-box was abolished on 9 September.
Salisbury Tunnel Junction controls Dean level crossing, which is supervised by means
of CCTV, and ground frames at East Grimstead, Dean Hill and Dean, Dean ground
frame is a new one, provided to work the down siding. Colour light signals have
replaced semaphores in the area.
Station signs: Various stations have "extended" names shown on platform signs,
but not quoted elsewhere. Among these are:Angmering for Rustington & East Preston
Branksome for Eastern Poole
Christchurch for Southbourne-on-Sea
Hinton Admiral for Highcliffe-on-Sea
Martin Mill for St Margaret's Bay
Maze Hill for National Maritime Museum
New Milton for Milton-On-Sea and Barton-on-Sea
What others are there? Black and white signs have been installed at Bingham Road,
Ford, Martin Mill, ,Morden South, Sutton Common, Swale and Warnham. Resigning
has been completed at Plumstead and this was the last station to have Southern
Railway bullseye signs (not Bingham Road). Deptford has "London Midland" style
black and white signs attached to the platform lamp standards. The disused goods
shed at Tooting still displays a green "Goods Office" sign.
CORRIGENDA

LR 56 p 159

Montpelier Sidings are on the up side at Brighton, in the vee of the
main and West Coast lines,

p 166

8005 was returned to East Wimbledon from Selhurst on 2 June,

p 167

The 1226 Waterloo to Hampton Court 13 14 return are booked to be
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worked by a Central Division ' Vep', so it is to be expected that the
occasional 'Veg' will appear. The unit works to Waterloo on the 11 18
from Horsham and returns on the 1408.
p 169

The derailment on 5 June was between Longhedge Junction and Clapham
Junction (Windsor Line)

LEVEL CROSSINGS

The answer given on page 119 of "Live Rail" 55 (June) to question 2 of the
Anniversary Quiz gave a railway operator's definition of Accommodation and
Occupation level crossings, though unfortunately we transposed "accommodation"
and "occupation". We are advised that the legal distinction is that an occupation
crossing is for a private road that existed before the railway was built, whereas an
accommodation crossing is one which was provided to give access between
parts of a property severed by the railways
COVER
Front: It would be unfair to ask members to try and guess what service this train
is working. On 25 July 1976 a special service was operated between London Bridge
and Beckenham Junction via Tulse Hill, due to engineering works, and '4Sub'
4718 is seen at West Norwood en route to Beckenham Junction from London Bridge.
This is one of the 'Sub's fitted with roller blind headcode equipment.
Photo: Bryan Rayner
Rear: E 5010 is seen approaching Catford with the "Night Ferry" on 4 August 1962.
The train normally carried a headboard. A pair of headboards for the "Night Ferry"
and "Golden Arrow" were made for use on class 71 locomotives. They rather

resembled locomotive nameplates.
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Photo: J Scrace

